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ABSTRACT 

In order to provide insights into the seismic safety requirements for 
nuclear power pi ants*>a probabilistic based systems model and 
computational procedure have been developed. This model and computational 
procedure will be used to identify where data and modeling uncertainties 
need to be decreased by studying the effect of these uncertainties on the 
probability of radioactive release and the probability of failure of 
various structures, systems, and components. From the estimates of 
failure and release probabilities and their uncertainties the most 
sensitive steps in the seismic methodologies can be identified. In 
addition, the procedure will measure the uncertainty due to random 
occurrences, e.g. seismic event probabilities, material property 
variabilitiy, etc. We will be discussing the elements of this systems 
model and computational procedure, the event-tree/fault-tree development, 
and the statistical techniques to be employed. 

INTRODUCTION 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory is currently engaged in work on a large 

multiyear seismic research program for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC), Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, entitled the 
Seismic Safety Margins Research Program (SSMRP) (1). In this paper we 
present the seismic safety analysis techniques used in the program. 



/This paper; is: composed; of< two- parts; S The" first part discusses the 
specifieation and development of an overall--' computational procedure 
encompassing the seismic design and using event-tree/fault-tree 
methodology. This procedure will have as it's output the probability of 
failure;of structures, systems, and components and probability of 
radioactive releases caused by seismically induced events in nuclear power 
plants. 

The second part will deal with the construction and evaluation of the 
event-tree/fault-tree model to be used in the computational procedure. 

COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE 
SEISMIC CALCULATIONAL CHAIN 

The computational procedure encompasses the entire seismic 
calculational chain from the seismic input to the probability of 
radioactive release for a set of release categories. This calculational 
chain is illustrated in Figure 1. Block one, seismic input, processes the 
regional seismic characteristics, source parameters, site modification 
factors, and other seismic related input and generates as output a free 
field ground motion. This free field motion is then used as input into 
block two, soil structure interaction. Together with the underlying soil 
data and reactor structure information, a base-mat motion is calculated. 
The base-mat motion is then used as input into the major structural ! 

response block along with the appropriate structural information. The 
major structural response information obtained from this block is then 
used as input either to the subsystem response block or to the component 
and,structure failure analysis block, ^he subsystem response block 
calculates:the local, response on the "critical" components. 



As now envisioned those local responses will be input to a probabistic 
computer code which will calculate failure and release probabilities. In 
the component failure analysis phase of this code the "critical" component 
responses are;combined:with non-seismic loads and compared with the 
component fragility functions to determine the component probabilities of 
failure. ^These probabilities of failure are used as- input into the system 
fault tree. System failure probabilities calculated from the fault trees 
are input to event trees to determine the probability of radioactive 
release. 
PROBABILISTIC TECHNIQUES 

The computational procedure described in this paper requires the 
linking of complex methodologies involving random inputs. To measure the 
variability of our model, a non-deterministic method of evaluating it is 
required. This necessitates the use of techniques such as random and 
modeling uncertainty analysis, Latin hypercube sampling, response surface 
and sensitivity analysis. The probabilistic techniques will be discussed 
in this section. 
Random and Modeling Uncertainty 

Two categories of uncertainties are recognized, modeling and random. 
A modeling uncertainty represents bias in the models or input variable 
distributions which could be reduced with more information. Random 
uncertainties have to do With variabilities in basic parameters over which 
the analyst has little control. Improved models will not reduce random 
uncertainties. 

The component fragility curves in Fig. 2 can be used £o further 
illustrate the difference between random and modeling uncertainties. The 
solid line represents the best.estimate of failure. All the modeling ' 
uncertainties are then reflected on the component failure curve by the 
dashed lines. 
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Latin Hypercube Sampling 
: One approach we wi 1;1> be implementing in bur- computattonal procedure is 

to make ̂ a series of deterministic' runs "covering all ranges of the input 
o 

variables so that sensitivity to variable input can be assessed. This'''"'"'' 

output can also be analyzed statistically. Because of the costs involved 
in making the>e deterministic runs it is necessary to obtain the needed 
information from as-few deterministic runs as possible. Latin Hypercube 
Sampling helps limit the number of runs needed (2). This sampling 
technique was derived from the Latin Squares technique (3). Given n 
variables with k levels each, the Latin Hypercube sampling technique will 
select one sample at each level for all n variables, thus providing 
assurance that the variable's sample space has been covered. 

a 

Response Surface Technique 
Because of the large amount of computer time required to run many of 

our analysis codes it is desirable to try and characterize these complex 
computer codes with a relatively simple mathematical expression. One 
technique used to generate this mathematical function is known as the 
response surface: technique. The function is developed using multiple 
regression techniques given a set of inputs and the outputs generated from 
deterministic runs. The point selection and number of runs are developed 
using an experimental design scheme such as Latin Hypercube sampling. 



Sensitivity Studies 
One of the primary uses: of the computational procedure is to assess 

the relative impact different components, systems, input variables, and 
modeling elements will have. The computational procedure must provide us 
insights into modeling and data needs. There are several methods 
avialable. One of the best known techniques is the partial derivative 
method (4). In this method one would construct the partial derivative of 
the output variable with respect to a given input variable. Estimates of 
the importance of the input variables are based on the magnitudes of the 
derivatives alone. Note, however, that this method does not consider 
interaction among the input variables. Other methods such as regression 
analysis and correlation coefficients will also be used. 
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

SSMRP computational procedures impose unusual demands for flexibility 
and portability in their supporting software. Flexibility is most 
critical in the areas of data management and data analysis. A carefully 
managed software development effort is one way to insure that appropriate 
decisions are made which will provide the needed flexibility and 
portability. 

The goal of an effective software development methodology must be to 
mitigate any increase in the complexity of communicating software 
requirements between organizations. This communication requirement alone 
is sufficient to justify strict procedures for controlling the software 
development process. 
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For example, database^^speciaUsts may be required: to develop data 
storage and retrieved modules.,-,; Seismic inducedrresponse may be nonlinear; 
over the: probable range of values of: somesinput variables. In such cases, 
the^use of methods, requiring assumptions, of small variance normal,or log 
normal frequency distributions for input variable values with consequent 
small dimensionality of data arrays could be restrictive (5). If it 
becomes difficult to justify the assumptions of normality or log normality 
and linearity it may become necessary to provide adequate flexibility in 
the data base management procedures to allow for more extensive Monte 
Carlo simulation of the seismic calculational chain. 

Current evidence indicates that controlling the complexity of the task 
of formulating software requirements is the most significant single factor 
in accounting for high software development costs (6). These excessive 
costs appear to be caused by excessive iteration on poorly documented 
software specifications. This means that resources of organizaitons 
needed for evaluating the results of the computer analysis and formulating 
new computational approaches will have to be diverted to computer program 
defect removal at the expense of schedules and overall project 
effectiveness. 

The conventional approach for analytical software development has been 
to concentrate on coding the detailed analytical procedures and after they 
have been debugged attempting to exchange information with other 
analytical codes by means of extensive post and preprocessor coding. 
Often arbitrary and unimportant data format decisions made in,each of the 
analysis organizations require extremely complex procedures for 
interfacing with other arbitrary;data structures or formats. One way of 
controlling this situation ,is to .invert this, "bottom up" development 
approach.,;, A .!!tcp--dpwn" development, fmethodo 1 ogy, wi 11 focus;.attent i on; on 
the intermodule data communication problem early in the design process. " • 



And further more, the data communication decisions that are made in a' 
top-down process will be made with appropriate information about the 
requirements at that level of detail in the design. Design decisions at 
the top will reflect the overall functional requirements and objectives 
for the project while at lower levels design decisions will be based oh 
baseline documentation for that level. 
Software Engineering 

Software engineering encompasses software design and the formulation 
of standard implementation policies for software development. Software 
design is the activity of decision making that defines the shape of a 
computer program. Software implementation policies define the procedures 
for controlling software design and programming. 

Software implementation policies define the methods and guidelines 
used to control the software development process. The primary focus for 
SSMRP will be on those techniques which will provide adequate visibility 
for timely decisions controlling compliance with current overall 
requirements, cost, and schedule (7). Software implementation policies 
are concerned with formulation of a software development plan, 
configuration identification rules, configuration control procedures, 
status accounting procedures, and auditing procedures. The approach is to 
completely define a standard operating procedure for software development 
(8). Major characteristics are^ (a) the implementation of a software 
system development library where module designs and computer programs 
under development are maintained in a highly visible and standarized 
form. The software system development library would comprise office and 
computer based procedures consolidating clerical support for the software 
system development process; (b) structured programming which defines a 
comprehensive discipline'"for the creation of code and the sequencing of 
module implementation.- - -•,•"•••••••••• 



SSMRP software design will focus on the identification of software-
modules by systematic decomposition of SSHRP computational procedures into 
functional components. Several design heuristics for accomplishing this 
decomposition are In current practice for information systems and 
real-time software. Among these are SOFTEC's SADT (Systerms Analysis and 
Design Technique),, the Jet Propulsions Laboratory's Deep Space Network 
Programming System (9 & 10), and Structured Design (11). Minimization of 
module interface complexity is the common objective exhibited by these 
procedure modularization techniques. This objective is also consistent 
with SSMRP objective to maximize the efficiency of multi-disciplinary 
software requirements formulation. Unfortunately, most of the experience 
with these and other software design techniques has been in software 
applications other than engineering analysis. It is unlikely that these 
techniques can be used directly in the SSMRP software development 
project. However, the use of an adapted structured code development 
methodology such as Structured Design will provide a good basis for 
consistent decomposition into software system subassemblies and modules. 
It emphasizes a functional orientation for subassembly and module 
identification, and provides a means for step-wise verification of the 
design concepts. 

Experience with code structuring methodologies has been impressive. 
Factor of two increases in software development productivity have been 
experienced -(Hz) jwith some experience in the application of structured 
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techniques to analytical codes for reactor physics and thermohydraulic 
applications (13). :•'•"•--



Programming 
Programming is the process of constructing a set of computer 

executable instructions which when performed will satisfy the requirements 
in the software design specifications. The methods used for constructing 
codes must provide a balance between issues associated with minimizing 
execution time and issues concerned with ease of program modification and 
program understandability. One way to insure a proper balance between 
efficiency and modifiability is to break the programming task into two 
phases (14). The first phase being concerned with producing code which 
meets the design specification assuming no run time limitations exist. In 
the second phase module run times are minimized with the effort being 
concentrated on the modules executed most frequently. 

EVENT-TREE/FAULT-TREE DEVELOPMENT 
BACKGROUND 

A number of seismic safety studies (15,16) have been made of nuclear 
power plants. In most cases, these studies were based on failures of 
specific critical components and/or sub-systems (17). One study which 
analyzed the seismic safety of a complete nuclear power plant (Diablo 
Canyon) (18) used an event-tree/fault-tree representation of the reactor 
systems to predict failure and radioactive release probabilities due to 
seismic events. The event-tree/fault-tree methodology used was based to a 
large extent on WASH 1400 (19) results. 

We are using an event-tree/fault-tree representation of an existing 
nuclear power plant (Zion I) in order to conduct our studies. We have 
extended the techniques developed in WASH 1400 and the Diablo Canyon Study 
to the needs of our program, which are not to come up with a quantitative 
measure of risk, but rather to provide a measure to help establish 
research priorities and conservatism in current design. 
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EVENT-TREE/FAULT-TREE METHODOLOGY .;. c 
Eve.it trees are use? to, identify, important accident -sequences which 

can lead to radioactivereleases. We are initially only considering • 
sequences which can lead to core melt since most of the radioactive 
material resides inside the fuel elements and cannot be released unless 

u the core melts. 
An event tree is constructed for each of several initiating events, 

e.g., loss-of-roolant-accidents of various sizes and reactor transients 
caused by such occurrences as loss of offsite r^wer. The outcomes of such 
initiating events are determined by the operation of systems which have an 
effect on the event. Three systems which effect the outcome of accidents 
are the emergency core cooling systems (ECCS), fission product removal 
systems, and the containment. The successful operation or failure of each 
system determines the accident sequence and the multiplication of system 
failure probabilities (P.,.) determines the accident sequence 
probabilities. The type of release is determined for each accident 
sequence and the probabilities of sequences with like releases are summed 
to give the total release probability for that type release. For our 
program, the first three WASH 1400 PWR release categories will be used 
since these represent the major-contribution to risK. 

The failure probabilities (P^ f 0 r the system included in the event 
trees are determined by constructing fault trees for these systems. 
Failure probabilities are assigned to the basic events on the fault tree 
and the top event (system failure) probability calculated from the Boolean 
representation of the tree. The basic probabilities are determined by the 
computational procedure either by calculation or direct input. 

=rU-
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USEIOF EVENT TREES AND FAULT TREES BY SSMRP j ! * 
The f oil owing steps are being used to dav^lop the . " "''•"•'. 

^pvent-tree/fault-tree model of the Zion nuclear power plant. " 
a. Initiating events for those accident sequences which might lead 

to core melt are idehtilfied, e.g: LOCA, transient. 
b. The systems which effect the course of the accidents caused by 

these initiating events are determined, e.g. auxiliary feedwater „ 
system, residual heat removal system. 

c. ; Functional and system event trees are constructed for each 
initiating event so that accident sequence probabilities can-be 
calculated. 

d. Approximate quantitative methods are used to rank the important 
accident sequences so that systems needing detailed fault tree 
analysis can be identified. 

e. Fault trees are constructed for each important system listed on 
the event trees so that system failure probabilities can be 
calculated. 

f. An event tree describing potential containment failure modes is 
developed to help determine the type of release from each 
accident sequence. This event tree is made conditional on the 
occurrence of a seismically induced accident. 

Figure 3 pictorially shows how the event trees and fault trees are 
used by SSHRP. Seismic responses of structures, systems, and components 
are calculated and compared to fragility functions to determine 
probabilities pf failure. These failure probabilities are input to the 
event trees and fault trees to determine radioactive release 
probabilities. Both the failure probabilities and release probabilities 
and the uncertainty in these probabilities will be used to meet program 
objectives. 
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This application of event-tree/fauTt-tree methodology to seismic 
safety concerns is a major extensipn of WASH 1400 techniques. Problems 
concerning the statistical dependence between events and data 
insufficiencies; are more acute than for a ;random failure analysis flike 
WASH 1400. In order tp come up with a useful analysiswe are carefully 
building from what has been learned in other such studies and trying to 
concentrate on areas of high interest and sensitivity to our program. By 
constructing the event trees, and faulttrees conditional on the seismic 
event some of the concern about dependencies is removed. In addition, 
bounding techniques, will be used to bracket the problem and more detailed 
common cause analyses will be used in critical areas and where data 
•permits. ... *.••... 
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